SHAREPOINT LOGIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FIREFOX BROWSER

1. Open a tab
2. In the Location bar, type about:config, and press Enter.
3. The about:config "This might void your warranty!" warning page may appear. Click I'll be careful, I promise! to continue to the about:config page.
4. In the about:config page, search for the preference network.automatic-ntlm-auth.trusted-uris, and double-click on it.
5. In the prompt that comes up, type a list of sites you want to allow, separated by a comma and a space. For Goodwin College you will type in .goodwin.edu, .goodwincollege.org
   Don’t forget the leading dot, and include the COMMA between the two statements.
6. Press OK.
7. Restart Firefox.

When you login to the SHAREPOINT site through firefox, you may be faced with the following window, whenever it may appear, you must make sure it looks like the example below where JSMITH is your ACTUAL login name for the email
   User Name: GOODWINCOLLEGE\“FirstinitialLastname”
   Password: YOUR EMAIL PASSWORD

You should no longer be prompted for your user name and password. In worst case, you will need to agree to the REMEMBERED credentials by simply clicking OK.